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Transcript

Conference Call of Alkyl Amines Chemicals Limited

Event Date/Time : let May 2018, 3:00 PM [ST

Event Duration : 52 min 8 sec

PI'coenla/izm Sestitm

Moderator: Good evening ladies and gentlemen, I am Krishna, moderator for the

conference call. Welcome to Q4FY18 and FYl8 eamings conference call for Alkyl Amines Chemicals

Limited. We have with us today, Mr, Yogesh Kothari, Chairman and Managing Director, Mr. Kirat Patel,

Executive Director, Mr. K. P, Rajagopalan, General Manager, Legal and Secretarial, Mr. Rahul Mehta.
General Manager, Accounts and Finance, At this moment all participants are in listen-only mode, later we

will conduct a question and answer session. At that time if you have a question, please press
" and l on

your telephone keypad. Please note this conference is recorded. 1 would now like to hand over the floor to

Mr. Archit Joshi ofHDFC Securities. Over to you sir.

Arc/tit Jas/ri: Thanks Krishna. A very good afiernoon to everyone here. On behalf of

l-lDFC Securities. I welcome all participants to the earnings call of Alkyl Amines. We will start with an

opening remark from the management and post that the floor will be open for question and answers.

Welcome Yogesh sir and over to you.

Yogeslr Kotlmri: Thank you Archit. [ have with me, Mr. Kirat Patel, Mr. Rahul Mehta, and

Mr. Rajagopalan. And as you already have seen from the results, we have done reasonably well this

quarter as well as in the whole year. This is because of overall market being in a better condition as far as

chemicals go, the situation in the world, and improvement in our working by way of efficiency in the

plants.

i would prefer if we start getting the questions from the participants. so that we can move forward in this.

Okay?

Question 11an Answer Session

Moderator: Sure sir. Thank you sir. Ladies and gentlemen, we will now begin the

question and answer session. If you have a question, please press
* and l on your telephone keypad and

wait for your turn to ask your question. If you would like to withdraw your request, you may do so by
pressing

" and 1.

Sir, we have the first question from Anubhav Sahu from Enfy Research. please go ahead sir.

Anublmv Sit/Ill: Hello?

Yaguslr Kmhuri: Yes Mr, Sahu,

ArmblmvSalm: Yes sir. First, thanks for Ihe opportunity. My first question is on the. .,

YDgL’Sll Kmlmri: Can you speak loudly?

Almbllav Sahu: Hello'] is it audible now?

Yogeslt Kmlmri: Yes. Go ahead.

Auublmv Sahu: Yes sir. Wanted to know your comments on what are the drivers for

margins this time, it has been quite great. EBITDA margin is in the range of 23% which was not seen for

last three quarters, and it is quite ahead of what we are seeing from the peer‘s also. So, could you throw

some light on how the raw material sourcing has been managed this time and is it a sustainable EBITDA

margins for the fiscal year
’

19 as well.

Yagesh Kat/um": We have been quite fortunate this year, especially the last quaner was

good because of various things. ..partly due to things happening in China, and partly due to improvements
in our customers’ businesses also. And, we were able to have a better price realization and hence better

margins.

AnuhlmvSuhu: Okay sir. So, could we get some comments on the methanol pricing, 1

mean, how it has moved YOY basis, and what type of contracts you have, i mean, is it a semi-annual

contract or annual contract we have for the company, so that...could you give some guidance on what kind

of price increase you could see for the fiscal year ‘19,

(I)
)

,
f,‘

.
/‘

into long-term contracts with our suppliers, and we buy from local shippers, distributors, and I mean, okay,

(’
, I ‘-\O\I!

long/u:A.

Yugeslr Kallmrr': Methanol prices have not been very friendly this year and we do not enter 62M-
MBA!
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we paid a little bit more this year. but going forwardhopefiilly, prices will come down. We don’t know

when, but it should come down.

Anublmv Salru: Okay, okay. And sir. on your capacity expansion plan at Dahej, so it

has...the methylamine capacity which you were looking at. is it already commissioned last quarter?

Yogexlr Kolliari: Yeah, we have started commercial production on 24th March and we are

already in the market with our product from Dahej plant.

Anublmv Sir/m: Okay. And sir, what kind of utilization we are looking for the current

fiscal?

Yogeslrlt’otlruri: Well, this is a new plant, and there are of course. always some

infrastructural issues, but we hope that we will at least use. I mean, up to a 70% ofour capacity this year.

Aanb/mv Salm: Okay. So. by the end of fiscal ’19 could be reaching around 70%?

Yngerh Kurlmri: Yes, yes.

Anublmv Salm: Okay, Okay and sir my last question is for acetonitrile, I think, we have

the environmental clearance for setting up additional capacity for this. So, are we looking for...and

currently we have 10000 metric tons, right? So, any timeline you have sir? When are we going to have...

Yagexlr Kat/tart: What we are doing is...in Dahej we are just doing it little bit, and we are

trying to see ifwe can put up...or first we will increase our capacities in our existing plant, which we have

already done partly, and later on we will decide whether we want to put a new plant at our facility in

Kurkumbh or in Dahej. We will do cost~benefit afier few months and then we will decide.

Anublmv Salt": Okay, And sir, I couldn’t pick that, what is the capacity utilization right
now for the acetonitrile?

Yugesli Karim"? Well, in a way, it is almost 90% and this year it was little bit tough for

acetonitrile. because the raw material prices were very high. But, inspite of that we were able to

manufacture and market in India, but the margins were much lower than what we wanted.

Amrblxav Sir/m: Okay sir that was very helpful. Thanks a lot.

Moderator: Thank you sir. Sir, the next question comes from Mr. Sudarshan

Padmanabhan from Sundaram Mutual Fund. Please go ahead sir.

Sudan/mu P.: Hello, thank you for taking my question. Sir, my question is, you know,
on the gross margins which has actually seen an upward trend right from the third and the fourth quarter.
One is, I would like to understand if this is driven by product mix as the high value products kind of gets
sold out, and second is also if one looks at ammonia prices, I think, in the last few couple of months, it has

been a bit benign. I amjust trying to understand, what is the quantum ofmix and what is the quantum of

benefits. which you might have got on account of low cost raw material at our end.

Yogesli Katlmri: Ammonia, even though is a very important raw material for us, it is not

significantly a high cost raw material in the totality of our raw materials. Because other raw materials have

gone up much more, like, acetic acid, methanol, even to some extent ethyl alcohol, isopropanol, all those

raw material has gone up. Overall, our margins were better because we were able to get better prices for

our products.

Sudarslmn I’.: So, we were able to kind of pass on the..,more than pass on the entire

benefit because of the shortage on account of China.

Yugeslr Kat/uni: Not shortage, actually, it was because the prices in the world were also

higher and customers always want to buy locally. So, we were able to get what was really due to us.

Sudan/mu R: And sir, with respect to capacities, I mean, with Dahej coming up now

what is the kind ofcapacities that we will be having overall and if you can give some kind ofcapacities in

terms of mix. I mean, between various segments that we have.

Yoga/i Kutlmri: Amines capacities are quite significant now. We have various amines; we

make . Etliylamines. mctliylaminost isopropylamines and other mixed amines. 'l'otal capacity, again.
depending on the product-mixwe want to make. it varies from 100.000 to almost 120,000 pt‘l‘ annum.

Swims/um R: And how much ofcapacities have we added, 1 mean, if! am looking at it
more on, you know. what can be the revenue growth because of the new capacities?

Yoga/i Kurlmri: Methylamines in Dahej has been added, the new plant will be making
about 30,000 tons per annum.

Smlarslmn R: And how much have we invested and what can be the peak realization of

this sir, sales from these methylamines?
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Ynges/x Kollmri: See, if I assume a price of about Rs.70 to Rs.80 in that range, and it is

going to be making 30000 tons, so it will be just R5240 to R5260 crore will be the additional growth
potential. Out of this, some of it we were making already in Patalganga, our existing plant. 30, it may not

just linearly go up to that level.

Sudan/mu R: And, how much have we spent on capex towards methylamines?

Yugesh Kotlmri: Well, our capex for this was Rs.150 crores and there was slight overrun

on top of that because of the delay, especially because of interest and other things, so it could be another

Rs.10 to . 15 crores more,

Sudarslmn R: Sir, ifI am able to get some idea in terms ofthis year what is the kind of

volume growth. and because we know the top line growth So, l mean, off this growth, ifl am going to

split it between volumes and realization, I mean, how would that growth stick sir? Both fourth quarter and

FY18. for the full year.

Yogesli Kntlmri: I don’t want to give you lot more details, because we have lots of

products, it becomes very difficult to go into details like this.

Sudirrslmn P.: Sure. But. would my assumption be right if I would believe that at least

half of the growth has also come from volumes?

Yngzsli Kntlmri: Yes.

Sudan/um 1’..- Sure sir. Thanks a lot, I willjoin the queue.

Moderator: Sir. the next question comes from M. Pritesh Chadha, Lucky Investment

Managers, please go ahead.

Prizes/i Chad/m: Sir, I wanted to know the aeetonitrile prices you would have realized in

quarter 4 versus quarter 3t

Yoga/1 Kurlmri: This year, acetonirrile prices were in the range of Rs.150, plus, minus

Rs.l0 to Rs.15.

Primal: CImdlm: Versus what it was last year?

Yogcslx Kat/uni: Last year was, to the best of my memory, it was Rs.l30, Rs.l40 this

range.

Primsll C/mdlm: Rs.l307

Yoga!) Kat/mm Yeah.

Pritesll Clmdlm: So, you are saying Rs.150 versus Rs.130, this is full year to fourth

quarter?

Yageslr Korlmri: Yeah, but the raw material price were much...this year have been much

more.

I'ritesli Clmdlm: No, no sir. I am asking that quarter 4, would it be...

Yoga/I Kotlmri: Could you speak loudly, hello?

Prireslt CImiIlm: Hello? Am I audible?

Mai/mm»: Please go ahead sir.

l’ritesh Chm/1m: Sir, will the price would be even higher than Rs. 150?

Yugesh Kat/uni: Not really, maybe marginally.

Prireslt Clmrllm: Okay. I am specifically asking because the swing in numbers. especially
quarter 4 is much higher than what it is for all the past quarters, so did acetonitrile price have anything to

do with the higher EBlTDAs that have flowed in despite. .?

Yogerli Kutlmri: Not really, not really. Because margins have not been as good. you
know.

Prim]: Clmdlm: Okay. Now, you..,this Dahej capacity when it is getting operational?

Yugcslt Kat/mm Which Dahej capacity?

hirer]: Chad/m: The new methyl capacity of 30.000 tons.
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Yogesll Karlmri: That is already on stream.

Prim/1 Clmdlm: And from which quarter was...

Yogex/i Kat/tart: It started in the month of March.

Pritesli Climllm: This March 2018‘?

Yugesll Kollmri: Yes.

l’rflesli Clmdlm: Okay. So, sir my question is. then, between the last two, three quarters
we didn’t have any surplus capacity on amines....very little. Then what explains the swing in the

profitability between the last two, three quarters if acetonitrile is not the reason. then what do you highlight
as the swing in profitability for?

Yngcslt Kat/uni: We make lots more products; we have many other derivatives and

specialties, which in some of them our prices have also improved, as well as our other amine products also,
the prices have improved, such as esters.

Priuash Clmrllm: Okay. Did we have any overall volume growth in FY18 and if there was

a volume growth, what was it?

Yagcsh erlmri: Well, there was a volume growth, but in totality it must be around 10% to

15% range.

PriIL’SII C/Imllm: So 23% revenue growth that I see for full year, about 10 to 12% would be

volume growth, and balance would be price hike, in which acetonitrile would have moved from Rs.130 to

Rs.150 and balance amines would have moved by whatever percentage.

Yagesli Kutlmri: Amines and other derivatives.

Prizes/1 Chadha: Okay. Lastly ljust want to know the exact methanol and ammonia prices
what was it for quarter 4, what it is now, and what was it for full year FY18? Methanol and ammonia

prices.

YogL'sli Kuflmri: I think, 1 don’t have the information immediately, but methanol prices
have been not too Volatile that way, ammonia prices also have been quite steadyl It was only the acidic

prices have been lot more on the higher side. I have got some information here. Methanol prices currently
are in the range ofaround Rs.33,500 per ton, ammonia price are in the range of Rs.29000 a ton, isopropanol
prices are in the range ofaround Rs.78000 per ton.

Prim]: Clmdlm: These prices, have they cooled off afier January, or there was some spike
in the prices?

Yogexli Kotlmri: Last year‘s price, I have some here. Last year methanol was around

Rs.29000, which has become 11133000, ammonia was Rs.34000, which has come down to Rs.29000. So, it

is, ethyl alcohol has been quite steady that way Ethyl alcohol is one of our large scale raw materials.

lsopropanol was R5170000, it is around Rs.78000. So, there will be pluses, minuses. Acetic acid was...last

year was around, average was around 48000 to this time it is Rs.54000. So, it is changing basically.

PrilZSIl Clmrllm: Okay and last year this 30000 ton of capacity, you know, in how many

years would you think you will take to fully utilize it, or other way. what kind of volume growth should

your business generate over the next two years?

Yoga]: Kat/mu} 1 think the growth will be remaining in the same steady, 15%. 20% range.

Prilesli Cltmllm: Volumes?

Yngesl/ Kotlmri: Yes.

Prilesh CImtIIm: Okay. And we are fully utilized on acetonitrile?

Yoga/1 Kollmri: Currently, yes.

Prilesli Chad/m: Okay. Thank you sir.

Moderator: Thank you sir. Dear participants, if you would like to ask a question,
please press

* and l on your telephone keypad. Sir, the next question is from Mr. Manan Patel, Equinis
PMS, please go ahead sir. Mr, Patel, please go ahead sir.

/

MAI/mu Patel: Yeah, hello sir. Most of my questions have been answered. Can you tell

me the rate of the debt that we have taken the money at?

9/x
a WYagesli Kullmn': Our average rate is in the range of . \ x".

'

, 1);)
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M11an Patel: No, the incremental cost that the ECB loans that we have taken at, what is

the cost of the debt?

Kim! Patel: One second. The average rate of the 100 crore borrowings is about 8.1%

including the swaps in rupee terms. It is in US dollar. loan is Libor, but ifyou swap it in rupee terms, it is

8.1%.

Multan Patel: Understood. And, okay, thanks a lot, and best of luck.

Moderator: Thank you sir. Sir, the next question is from Mr. Srinath Srithar from

IClCI Securities, please go ahead sir.

Srilmtlt Sritlmr: Sir, my query is, with our capacity of 9000 to 10000 tons and you say that

85% is the maximum utilization, so do we produce around 8500 tons, out of the total domestic demand of

16000?

Yngerlr Kat/um: Yeah, we are producing that much quantity, yes.

Srinnlh Srirlmr: About 8500?

l’agzlslt Kur/mri: Yes.

SrinathSrir/mr: Okay. And, in the methylamines, till recently our capacity was 15000

tons, right?

Yageslt Kat/tart: Methylamine capacity, yes, 15000 tons.

Sriuatli Sritlmr: And now, we have increased it to 30000, is that right?

Yoga/t Kotlmri: Actually it is a new plant, which is in Dahej, which is 30000 tons, plus
our existing capacity 15000 tons, now the existing capacity we will use it for methylamines or other

amines. depending on the demand.

Srinnth Srirlmr: Okay, so that means, you are going into.. .you will be using that for value

add products.

Yoga/1 Katlrnri: Well, we have the flexibility to do that.

Srinarll Sriflmr: Okay. And the new plant as well, methylamine since you said that it

trades at around 70 to 80, this new plant suppose it operates at 70%, or 30000 tons x 0.7 this year, 21000

tons, out ofthat 50% will be used for captive, right?

ngexlr Km/mri: Yes. But when I say 21000 at Dahej, that means that time Patalganga
plant is also operating, no? Otherwise, we can use, go up to 30000 tons also.

Srimllh Srirlmr: Okay, okay. So, this you will use totally for methylamines then?

Yagerli Kmlmri: Correct. correct.

Stimuli Srirlmr: Okay. And sir, what would be the market size for this, methylamines as a

commodity?

Yogeslr Knrlmri: offhand, 1think, I am not sure .....

Yoga/r It’or/mri: 65000 to 70000 tons would be a ballpark figure.

Srinmlt Srithur: Okay. And sir, given that your exit quarter margins were so good at 23%,
what would be the ballpark range that we can estimate for next year?

Yogeslr Knilmri: We hope to continue, but it again depends on many factors, so we hope
those good factors remain.

Srinml: SIiI/Hll: So, how has the China story changed in the last quarter and what's your

visibility going forward?

Yogesh Kurlmri: China story, to some extent it has helped, but it has helped all indirectly
because some of our customers have benefited and they have taken, I mean, we have been able to supply
more to them. Chinese plants are still operatingmsome ofthe Chinese plants are still operating. So, we

don‘t have complete walk away like that. But there are other international companies which are also

manufacturing, (not sure) and others, you know. So, we are always in a competitive field and that ha

helped us to go on improving our production methods, plus efficiencies and other things.

Srimulr Srillmr: Okayi And sir, if we want to have a one-on»one call or a meeting with

you, who should we contact?
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Yagerlr Karlmri: Mr. Kirat Patel, our Executive Directr.

Srinntlr Sritlmr: Okay sir. Thanks a lot.

Moderator: Thank you sir. Sir, the next question is from Mr. Jatin Kalra from J F

Investments. Mr. Kalra, please go ahead.

.latin Kalra: Hello sir, congrats for a good set of results. My first question sir would

be on this new capacity of methylamines. Your margins will be similar or higher or lower than our existing

products?

Yagesli Kat/uni: Existing products, we have a very large number of products, first of all,

and each has a very different range of margins. So, I mean, it is difficult to compare like that But some of

our other products do have better margins. But, volume‘wise. methylamine is a big volume product,

Jarr‘nKu/m: So, blended company-wise margins, methylamines are higher than

blended company margins or lower?

Yngeslr Kathari: They would be lower.

Jarin Kalnl: So, how much, any guesstimate sir?

Yagzslr Kat/uni: Son’y, I mean, I have not understood your question.

Jalin Kalm: As in, some ballpark figure of how much would be the margins of this

new capacity?

Yagzslr Kutllnri: Methylamine have a very steady margin there are Monomethylamine,

Dimethylamine, Trimethylamine. again depending on what product of that you sell more, your margins will

depend on that. As well as, since methylamines are not easily importable, so there is definitely a value base

which the Indian producers get, and it again depends on the international prices and other things, but

normally the margins ofmethylamine would be anywhere more than R520 per kg at least.

Jalirr Kalm: Okay. And sir, how docs pricing work for our company, as in, raw

material also quite fluctuating and our products are also quite volatile, so do we work on some long term

demand and we work on some long term pricing, or it is kind of spot market and we have to follow that

spot prices?

Yogeslr Kallmri: Well, some of the things we do import and we cover up for the next few

months, like methanol and all we buy month to month basis, ammonia, of course, we don’t have much

control, so we have to pay what our suppliers ask for. that is mainly the govemment bodies like RCF and

others. So, yeah, it is like that. lsopropanol and all are imported, so it is again this, we don’t have much

choice in that

Jurin Kalra: Okay. And sir, our gross margins have increased in Q4 quite a bit. as in,
methanol hasn’t gone down, so what is the key reason for our gross margins going up in this quarter 4'?

Yagzsli Katlmri: Largely, I think it is, we have been getting better price realizations,
because of maybe the markets, maybe the demand has improved; for various reasons our customers are

doing better; so all this is added to our benefit.

Jatin Kalra: And this sector realizations are continuing in current quarter also?

Yogeslr Kat/uni: So far it looks like that and we hope that it will continue.

Jutin Kalm: Okay that’s it from my side sir, all the best thank you.

Moderator: Thank you sir. The next question is from Mr. Ankit Gore from

Systematics. Please go ahead sir.

Art/tit Gare: Thank you sir. Thanks for taking my question. My question was with

regards to the Dahej facility, are we also setting up ethylamine facility there? If yes, then what would be
the quantum ofthat capacity sir?

Yugcslr Kathari.‘ We are not planning to make ethyl amines in Dahej.

Ankr'r Gare: Okay, currently do we have ethyl amine capacity sir?

l’agesli Kat/mm Yeah we make it in Kurkumbh plus we make also in Patalganga.

Anln't Gore: Okay, in these the pricing scenario was very much similar with

ethylamine as well as you have seen with methylamines?

/
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Yngeslr Karlmri: Well ethylamines, prices have been better in a way compared to what

they were last year. . .

Ankit Gare: Okay but not as better as methylamines?

Yogeslrltmlmri: They are two different range of products so I think, ethylamines were

slightly better.

Ankr’t Gare: Okay and sir can you name a few derivatives which is a top grosser to

you? Top 2, top 3 ones which combine a lot of methylamines or ethylamines?

Yogeslr Kat/uni: From Methylamines we make dimethylamine hydrochloride which goes

for Metformin, that is a very good product.... Derivative that we make. Dimethylaminopropylamine which

is a demarker which goes for the manufacture of betains as well as it goes for some dye stuffs, it also goes

for retail manufacturing. So these are good products that way

Anln'r Gore: Okay and I understand this DMA HCL is along with it there are three,

four players who govern good market share, so how do prices behave in DM HCL sir in the last one year or

probably the last quarter, Q4?

Yogesh Kat/uni: To some extent they have gone up slightly because of maybe the

methylamine costs also their prices have gone up. The margins have been quite decent.

Ankir Gare: Margins in terms of....can we assume it is kind ofa plus of30%, 35% of

the EBITDA margin coming from DMA HCL?

Yngexlr Kurlmri: I would not be able to tell you that.

All/tit Gare: Okay. no issues. Thank you very much sir.

Moderator: Thank you sire The next question is from Ms. Neha Agarwal from

Edelweiss Broking. Please go ahead ma’am.

Ms. Nelm Agarwal: Thank you for taking my question sir. My question is again with respect
to methylamines only. So my first question is that is there any downstream product expansion plan that we

have may be DM HCL or DMF further?

Yoga/r Korlmri: Well we don’t plan to go into dimethylformamide.i..of course

dimethylamine hydrochloride we are increasing the capacity furthen We are also looking at some other

products based on methylamines which we’ll announce once we get into the designing and implementation.

Ms. Nzlm Agarwul: What kind of capacity expansion we are doing in DMA HCL?

Yagexlr Kotlmri: DM HCL, we will be expanding our capacity by another by about 35% to

40%.

Mr. Nelra Agarwul: So current is close to 10,000 if I am not mistaken.

Yagesh Ital/uni: No, no we are more than that.

Ms. Nelm Agurwal: Could you specify that?

Yogeslr Katlmri: You want to know the DMA HCL capacity?

Ms. Nelm Agurwal: Right sir.

Yogeslr Kat/uni: DMA HCL is around 12 to 13000, you were right it was around 10000.

Ms. Nelm Agurwal: So around that much onlyi And considering that the overall market in

India with respect to methyl amines is 65,000 to 70000 as you stated now; will pn'cing post the

commissioning ofyour plant was the pricing impacted?

Yogeslr Korhari: We have not seen it change much.

Mr. Nelm Agnrwul: So it is ranging between Rs.70 to 80 rupees only?

Yoga/r Kurlmri: Yes.

Ms. Nelm Agnrwal: So sir when you say 65,000 to 70,000 MT of estimated market in India,
does it include the end off take only or it includes overall consumption be it for all down streams together?

4

Like for example your competitor Balaji,suppose they have some internal consumption also, is it include V

here or is it excluding that?

Yogeslt Kat/urn? I think it is included in that.
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Mr. Nelm Agarwul: Then sir, what i wanted to understand was, the existing was close to

60000 already and so you having added another 30000 and make sure 90000 KPS out of markets. Then

you are suggesting that overall you expect 70% plus of utilization for yourself....so does it go with the

estimate that you are expecting the market to expand by about [0% to 12% on an annual basis?

Yugzslr Kallmri: Now we will be able to utilize for our downstream derivatives plus we

will look at some other products also.

Ms. Nzlm Agurwal: Downstream derivatives you are saying DMA HCL and what other

derivatives'.7

Yogerll Kat/ind: We are also making DMAPA

Ms. Nelm Agarwul: Yes. yes. And sir what is the current utilization of DMA HCL which you

have?

Yoga]: Kat/Md: 100% utilized.

Mx. Nelm Agnrwul: So what is not utilized then as you said that some of the downstream

derivatives are affected because of shortage?

Yoga/r Knr/mrr‘: DMAPA

Ms. Nelm Agarwnl: Okay for the additional one you are saying that will get utilized.

Yugeslz Kat/uni: Some new one (not clear) starting also afier some time so that.“

Ms. Nzlm Agarwrrl: Okay. Sir one last question sir, what is right now the monthly production
list for methyl amines overall? $0 30000 plus 15000....about 45000 (not clear) annual capacity out of

which on a monthly basis how much are we producing right now?

Yagexlr Kurlirrri: I think this information I would not be able to say right now.

Yugesh Kmhrrri: 1 think the total capacity of methyl amines for us though it is l5000 plus
30000; the 15000 tons in Pntnlongn will be convened to making other amines. $0 30000 tons, so the

additional is only 15000 tons not 30000 tons. So the overall capacity is not 90000 but 75000 tons.

Ms. Nelm Agarwnl: Okay understood. That was very helpful. Thank you so much.

Mvderator: Thank you ma‘am, Sir the next question is from Mr. Archit Joshi from

HDFC Securities. Mr. Joshi please go ahead.

Arc/tit Jnrlri: Thanks for the opportunity sir. Do we have mono-isopropyl amine in

production in our plant? if so, what might be the capacity because in March I believe there is an anti-

dumping duty placed and what is the benefit we are getting out ofthat?

Yagerlr Kat/turf: We are producing isopropylamine at Patalganga and we have capacity of

about 10,000 tons per annum.

Arclrit Jorlu‘: Okay and sir, one more thing; now that we are on the topic of expanding
the utilimtion at the Dahej plant which is a 30.000 MTPA methylamine plant and we are going to go into

some of these derivatives at the Patalganga facility which is currently manufacturing 15000 TP of

methylamines. Can you just throw some more light on what is the product profile we will be selecting and

what could be the likely products we will be manufacturing there?

Yngeslt Kotlmri: We have two plants at Patalgnnga, both are flexible to make many other

amines like
7 ethylamines, isopropylamines, we also make morpholine also over there. we can increase

our morpholine capacity, we can also make ethylamincs also. So it will all depend on market situation.

Suppose methylamine requirement is higher, we can continue making methyl amines also there. So that

flexibility we are going to retain.

Arc/tit Joslri: Okay, that was helpful sirr Sirjust one last thing, while we are seeing a

strong expansion in the gross margins, our competitor has reported a gross margin decline so 1 just wanted

to get a sense of is this EBlTDA margin of 23 odd percent sustainable? What might have been the reason

that you were able to record an expansion at the gross and EBlTDA margin level?

Yoga-Ir Katlmri: We are making a large number ofproducts, so some of the products have
done quite well. It all adds up and we hope we will retain that type of gross margin, but it will all depend
on the products in the end.

Arclril mm.- Right sir. Actually we have been in the range of 17% to 19% of EBlTDA {CE/o
margin and 23% EBlTDA margin this quarter, so just was wondering if it is sustainable going ahead?

‘
7 ‘

Yoga/x Kutlmri: We will know only at the end of the second quarter how the direction is, «ac.
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Arcllil Joslti: Sure sir. That’s it from my side, thank you.

Moderator: Thank you sir. The next question is from Mr. Sunil Kothari from Unique
Investments Consultancy. Sir, please go ahead.

Sum'l Korhari: Thank you for the opportunity. Sir when you ..... in your opening remarks

you talked about situation change in the China situation....all I heard is you talked about some European
and non-Chinese customers also giving more orders from India. So with your many years of experience in

this industry and this company, how do you look at this change in situation? Is it sustainable and structural

change or you say it is temporary demand and things are changing?

Yogeslt Kollmri: I think I would say this is a temporary situation but not definitely short-

term, it may remain for a year or two but knowing anybody who is already producing things is going to

either improve his environment issues or improve his technology or ..... So we are not sort of taking it as if

it is going to be remaining like this continuously.

Sunil Kotlmri: Right and sir, the interested customers are choosing India as a second

source for supply to China or that also you are not (not clear)?

“lgc’sll Korlmri: Customers will always look at better options. So people are definitely
looking at Indian suppliers also. They were always looking if they can get things cheaper from their end

they would always buy from them.

Sunil Kai/tori: Currently India is cheaper than od‘ier sources?

Yogzrlr Kotlmri: I am not so sure.....it is....we are exporting about 20% of our sales are in

exports. But we hope to retain that and even increase it of course. This could not be permanent situation.

Srmil Kollmri: Right. And sir what type of CAPEX we will be doing for any further

expansion in the current year?

Yogeslr Knrlmri: I think we have....at least we feel in the next two, three years, we will be

spending every year anywhere between R550 to 100 crores in CAPEX.

Slmil Kat/mri: Thanks a lot sir, thank you very much.

Moderator: Sir the next question is from Mr. Srinath from ICICI Securities.

Srinarlr: Thanks for taking my question again. In Dahej I understand that

incrementally we have about 15000 metric tons which has come and you say 70% utilization in FY19,
about Rs.75 per kg realization incrementally we can achieve sales of about 80 crores from this facility .....7

Yogzslr Karlmri: Okay, so what‘s the question?

Srinatlr: Is that a fair assumption?

Yogeslr Kat/tori: Yes and no because in your assumption you are just looking at methyl
amines but not derivatives out ofthat which will be more value addition.

Srinutll: Okay so according to you what Could be the incremental sales now with

this expansion?

Yogerll Kat/turf: I think afler this Dahej plant starting plus even utilization of our

Patalganga for other products as well as availability of methyl amines for our own use....about Rs.l50 to

200 crores increment is possible.

Srintllll: Sir this is only Dahej facility right?

Yogesll Korlmri: Well I am talking about the total company.

Srinarlr: Okay. Thank you.

Moderator: Thank you sir. The next question is from Mr. Anubhav Sahu from Enfy
Research. Please go ahead sir.

AnublmvSuhu: Just one clarification. The value added products afier the new capacity
expansion we had in Dahej the new set of value added products which we are talking about, so this will

come in Patalganga plant right? Not in Dahej?

Yogeslr Kathari: They will come up in Dahej also in Kurkumbh also as well as in

Patalganga also.

Amtblmv Salm: Okay. And sir what is the export contribution for this quarter?
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Yogesli Kollmri: Normally we have been doing exports of 18% to 20% every year and we

think we will retain that.

Anubhav Saltu: Okay that‘s fine thanks a lot sir,

Moderator: Thank you sir. The next question is from ML Naushad Chaudhary from

Systematics. Sir please go ahead.

Nauslde: Hi, thanks for the opportunity and congrats to the management for a

decent set ofnumbers If i heard it correctly, your acetonitrile capacity is running at optimal utilization. So

any plan there to expand that capacity? That’s the first question.

Yagzsli Kin/turf: Yeah, we are just now de»bottlenecking the existing plant further and that

will give us a few thousand tons more and then we will look at to put up a new plant which will be either in

Dahej or in Kurkumbh.

Nam-[ind C: How much you would spend for de-bottlenecking sir'.7

Yogi's/I Krill/uri: Around maybe Rs.5 to 6 crores at least.

Nous/nu! G: How much percentage of capacity it would add to your
_ existing

capacity?

Yoga/i Kollmri: About 15% to 20%.

Nous/mil C.: And the Greenfield you would be starting in FY20 or. m?

Yogzsli Kat/tori: yes FY20.

Nam/rad C: And how much money would you spend there?

Yagexh Kotlmri: It would be in the range of about 70 to 80 crores for expansion we hope
that we will start by FY21.

NtmslmrlC: Okay and the debottlcnecking of this product which you arc planning,
when is it expected to be 15% to 20% additional capacity of your acetonitrile?

Yugexlx Kutlmri: By this September or October.

Muxlmrl C: Okay. Last thing in terms of margin if 1 look at your last 12 7 14

quarters, just wanted to check if there is any seasonality; because every two, three quarters we see 20%,

25% of EBITDA margins and we go back to 17%, 18%, sojust wanted to confirm with you is there any

seasonality there?

Yogexh Kmlmri: I think it must be because of market situations as well as raw material

availability situation and pricing situation but there is no cyclicity in that to the best of my understanding.

Nuuslmd C: Okay, got it, thank you sir.

Moderator: Thank you sir. The next question is from Mr. Parag Prasad from Idle

Capital Management, Please go ahead sir.

Parug Prasad: I had a quick question on the rupee depreciation. Basically rupee is

depreciated in the last two months. So does that help the methyl amine derivatives market domestically?
Basically, exports become more expensive. so are you all able to increase prices or get a larger share of the

derivatives market, domestically?

Yogesli Kullmri: Not really because we are importing methanol and our methylamines are

not getting exported except its derivatives. The derivatives are mainly are locally consumed except some

exports which takes place also of the derivatives. But overall it is not really changing the situation except
that the prices go up a little bit because of methanol price going up.

Pumg Pmruil: Got it, You mentioned that a lot of your customers are also doing well so

you’ve been able to increase prices for certain products. Now, what industry are you referring to‘.7

Yogesh Kathari: Mainly pharmaceutical as well as agro chemicals.

Purug Pram/l: Okay and intuitively 1 would have assumed that far from the pharma
industry, you would see certain pricing pressure as the industry itself suffers globally. Are you not seeing
any pressure from your pharma customers who ask you to reduce prices?

buy from us as well as from others Overall the prices have gone up so that has helped us to increase our

Yoga/1 Kat/tart: We do always get pressure on pricing. What is happening is that they can

/’t. /

.
_ _

‘

1

prices to some extent because they would prefer to buy from a local supplier rather than import them. l/l {
‘ 'il
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Purug Proud: Got it. Okay thank you, that‘s all from my side

Moderator: Thank you sir. The next question is from .latin Kalra from JP

investments. Please go ahead sir.

Joli" Kalm: Hello sir, a little clarification; I got a little confused. Our methylamine
new capacity is 30000 tons, but to a previous participant you said, incremental is 15000; so can you please

clarify because I got a little confused on that?

Yogexh Kat/tori: We have a plant running in Patalganga to make methylamines which has

a capacity of [5000 tons. That‘s why when Dahej is fully operational, it will be 30000 tons. The

incremental capacity will only be [5000 if we do not run the Patalganga plant. But that will all depend on

whether we want to run the Patalganga plant based on the circumstances.

Juli" Kulrn: So if we do not run that Patalganga plant, what....as in we will plan to

move it to some other product other than methylamine?

Yogzslt Kotlmn': Yes, we have several products in the pipeline which we can make in

Patalganga.

.Imiu Kalra: Okay so nothing concrete as of now? We haven‘t decided whether we

will do that or not right now.

Yogesli Korlmrr': No, we already are investing in some CAPEX in Patalganga also towards

that so that we are ready for switching over to other products.

Jalin KnIr/r: Okay and sir Dahej was operational as in how much revenue contribution

came from Dahej in this Q4?

Yogerlr Kat/mil: Practically only towards the end ofMarch it was commissioned.

Jalin Kalm: Okay so almost nothing?

Yaglei Kotlmri: Yeah.

Jolin Kalm: Okay, that‘s it on my side sir, thank you.

Moderator: Thank you sir. That will be the last question for the day. Now I hand

over the call to Mr. Archit Joshi from HDFC Securities for closing comments. Mr. Joshi you may go ahead

sir.

Arc/lit Josh": Thank you On behalf of HDFC Securities we would like to thank the

management to letting us host the call. I would now hand over to Mr. Yogesh Kothari, Chairman and

Managing Director of Alkyl Amines for his closing comments. Over to you sir.

Yogerlr Kollmri: Thank you Archit and team at HDFC and also all the participants. 1 am

glad that there is a lot of interest in our Company’s products and how we are doing. I am glad to tell you
that we are doing quite well and hope to do well in the future also. Thank you.

Moderator: Ladies and gentlemen this concludes your conference for today, Thank

you for your participation and for using Door Sabha‘s conference call service, You may disconnect your
lines now. Thank you and have a pleasant evening.

Note: 1. This document has been edited to improve readability.
2. Blanks in this transcript represent inaudible or incomprehensible
words.


